
Pre-Roll:

Hello, hello!

Today’s Bonus Content is the audio from our #AskTOAFN livestream that we did on YouTube
back on May 7. For those of you who are new, at the end of every chapter, Zach and I and some
of the cast will do a live roundtable about the chapter, and we’ll answer fan questions that are
presubmitted on social media or submitted in the live chat on YouTube. Our $12 and up Patrons
on Patreon also have the option to call in live with their questions - or if that’s too socially
terrifying they can bump their questions to the top of the list. So that’s exactly what we did, this
chapter Zach and I were joined by Garrett Armyn who plays Brennen. The audio you’re about to
hear has been cleaned up and very lightly edited for clarity and time, and if you’re interested in
the thought processes behind the show I think you’ll learn some fun stuff.

But first!

We’re sponsored this week by Clockworks Academy, from Dr. Paul Moffett. Clockworks
Academy offers college-level insight without college-level cost, in all the nerdiest stuff. They’ve
got courses on - ready? - Dracula, Frankenstein, Zombies, Beowulf, King Arthur, Robin Hood,
The Decameron, Game of Thrones - what more could you want? There’s no homework except
reading, and the time requirements are flexible, which is great when you’re a lifelong learner
with lifelong responsibilities. Once And Future Nerd listeners can get ten percent off any
purchase with code futurenerd. That’s Clockworks Academy dot com, code futurenerd (one
word), again Clockworks Academy dot com, code futurenerd, for ten percent off. Also…

I wanna do one more quick plug for the DECOLONIZE & DISCOVER FESTIVAL. We did a feed
drop about it last week, and this is not a paid ad. Just one of the organizers is a friend of a
show, and we think the festival looks dope and it’s very in line with our values and probably with
yours if you’re listening to this. So I’m gonna drop their trailer one more time at the end of this
episode and you can find out more at decolonize and discover dot com. There are early bird
prices until May 31st so if you’re listening to this the day it came out you’ve still got a couple
more days.

Okay! I’m gonna play our conversation for you now…I’ll be back one more time in the mid-roll…
and then I’ll see you again on June 26th for the premiere of Book 2 Chapter 8!

Mid-Roll:

This podcast is sponsored by BetterHelp. Is there something interfering with your happiness or
preventing you from achieving your goals? Before I got into therapy I often felt like my worries
were too big for me to wrap my head around by myself, and it was really helpful to get
perspective from a trained professional. BetterHelp can assess your needs and match you with
your own licensed professional therapist. It’s not a crisis line, it’s not self-help - it’s professional
therapy done securely online. You can login to your account anytime and send a message to



your therapist - you’ll get timely and thoughtful responses, plus you can schedule weekly video
or phone sessions, so you won’t ever have to sit in an awkward waiting room again.

Visit betterhelp.com/toafn - that’s better h-e-l-p and join the over two million people who have
taken charge of their mental health with the help of an experienced professional. Once And
Future Nerd listeners can get 10% their first month by using our link - again that’s better h-e-l-p
dot com slash toafn.


